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Animations look good when navigating your phone or tablet, but they can cause delays and even slow down less powerful devices. Turning them off can improve the performance of your Android device. This trick has been around for a while, so you may already be familiar with it. But if you're new to Android or just upgraded to a new
phone and forgot about it, here's what you do: Make sure the developer's options are included. If that's not the case, go to the Settings of the phone, then click on the build number a few times to turn it on to the settings of the developer's settings, and scroll down to the scale of the animation box, the transition animation scale, and the
timeline of the animator. Click on each of the animation options and turn them off. Don't forget to leave the Developer settings on to keep the animation off. Turning off the Developer settings will throw the animation back into the default settings. If you want some more Android performance tips, check out our guide to cleaning up Android
spring. We're all decluttering our cupboards and basements to celebrate spring, but it's time for... Read moreUpdate: Some people note that this can cause problems in some apps, so if you experience strange behavior, try reducing the delay to 0.5x instead of turning off the animation completely. How to speed up any Android phone by
disabling the animation of How-To Geek through Guiding Tech Animals are beautiful, right? There are many ways in which people love animals. Some would just like to view cute photos while others would like to actively donate their time and money to help them. there are a bunch of apps for animals. Unfortunately, most of these are
mobile games that don't really teach you much about animals. We found some decent apps though for animal lovers all over the world. Here are the best animal apps for Android! Please note we have a list for cats and dogs in particular (related just below) as well as a general list of pet apps here. We avoided adding these apps to this list
for obvious reasons. Click on these articles to learn more about these kinds of apps! Amazon KindleAnimal Help NowGoogle MapsImgurMovies AnywherePet First AidRedditWikipediaYOuTubeSocial media appPrice: Free / Cost of book varyAmazon Kindle is a great app for animal lovers. It's a bit of a lame choice, we know. However, the
platform has a ton of animal books. This includes fictional stories, biopics of famous animals, content from big companies like National Geographic, and all sorts of other things. It works for both children and adults. Books are usually cheap. The app lets you read offline Set up the reading experience, and store books on your device. Other
excellent apps in this category include Google Play Books and Barnes Noble's Nook.Animal Help NowPrice: FreeAnimal Help Now is a more functional animal app. It contains a wildlife catalog of emergency companies and their phone numbers. So you can quickly get in with the right people, if you see injured animals on the side of the
road, a possum entered your yard, or something like that. Sometimes these numbers are hard to find, even with outstanding apps such as Google Maps. The user interface is not very, but the information is useful. We're not sure if this works outside the US or North America, however. We encourage our international readers to look for
something similar in their country. Google MapsPrice: FreeGoogle Maps is another lame but natural choice for this list. It contains directions and information about almost every animal friendly facility in your area. This includes pet shops, zoos, dog parks, vets, and pet search friendly hotels running more often than not. You probably
already knew that, though. This is an important app for pet owners and pet lovers, as it will help you find all the places you will need to go. ImgurPrice: FreeImgur (and similar apps) is great for just finding adorable animals. People are always sticking out on these services animal memes, excellent photos and so on such content of animals.
This is a good place to check the content and just enjoy the fluffy, innocent cuteness of any animals that you like. This is one of the least effective methods of interacting with content. Most apps and sites like this are mostly just for quick scrolling. However, they work and most of them are free. Movies AnywherePrice: Free/Film Costs
VaryMovies Everywhere is a must for animal lovers. It allows you to buy and watch movies from a variety of services including Amazon, iTunes, Google Play Movies and others. These services have all kinds of animal video content, including animal documentaries, fictional stuff, biopic stuff, and more. In addition, the app comes with
Chromecast support and a decent user interface. It's great for entertainment and educational things. The video costs money, of course. However, there is nothing unnecessarily expensive. Pet First AidPrice: FreePet First Aid is an American Red Cross app. It contains some standard protocols for first aid for cats and dogs. The app gives
you tips for things like administering medication or even providing CPR. It also contains some preventive health tests you can do to make sure your dogs are happy and healthy in the long run. He can also find a nearby veterinary hospital and some nearby pet hotels. This is a good all-in-one app for animal lovers provided you have a cat
or dog. We would like to see this expand to include other types of pets and pets as well. RedditPrice: / $3.99 per month/ $29.99 per year Reddit has content for almost everyone. This includes animals. You have basic subreddits that just deal with normal animal stuff. You can also find ecology, biology, entomology and zoology subreddits
for a more in-depth discussion. Of course you get things like For fun things, r/Wildlife for specific animal species, etc. It's a great place for animal lovers of all types. The app is free. Reddit Gold, their subscription, removes ads, adds themes, and gives you additional features. WikipediaPrice: Free/Additional donationWikipedia is another
pretty lame choice, but still a good one. It boasts 39 million articles and many of them contain animals. This is not the best place to spend a day entertaining yourself. However, it provides a good (and relatively accurate) source of quick information about any animal. This includes things like its scientific name, habitats, and the like. We
recognize that this is a lame choice, but it is still a decent source of information about animals. Also, it's completely free without advertising. YouTubePrice: Free/$12.99 a monthYouTube is often stereotyped as a site where people upload their cute cat videos. It's a well-deserved stereotype. There are a metric ton of animal videos here.
Most of them are short animal videos acting silly along with funny animal collections. However, you can find some discreet documentaries here along with material like tips and tricks for animal training. YouTube is free to use, of course. $12.99 per month removes ads, adds background play, and adds offline downloads. Social media
appsPrice: FreeSocial Media is a kind of obvious choice, but it's accurate. Most of the animal content you find is on social media. Some are better than others. For example, Instagram and Facebook are usually better for it than sites like Twitter. There are all kinds of fun animal content out there as long as you don't mind wading through
the bad stuff. Social media is also free, but you already knew it. My personal favorites are Dog Prices and Dog Thoughts and they are on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. However, there are tons of others if you are not in dogs. If we missed any great animal apps for Android, share it with us in the comments! You can also click here to
check out our latest Android app and game lists! Over the past few months, I've been looking out the rainy window, sighing and leaning on Phil Collins' dulcet tones to help me through my marshmallow-less existence. Now it looks like the clouds are parting a bit. As Google updates its distribution numbers, a piece of the sun falls through
my apartment, lighting up empty bottles and discarded ramen packaging. It's a small sign, I'll take it. But when you're desperate, these are the little signs you're clinging to. This fresh look at the Android ecosystem shows that Marshmallow has made a strong push since last month, jumping from 0.3% to 0.5%. It's not exactly a doubling, but
still a significant leap. Marshmallow is still only a fine sliver of the Android ecosystem, but this sliver is constantly expanding, bringing joy to joy Now on tap and dozens of other features for more and more users every day. Lollipop also saw soft user growth, rising from 25.6% to 29.5%. KitKat fell slightly, which is to be expected, falling from
37.8% to 36.6%. Jelly Bean and Ice Cream Sandwich also fell, falling from 29% to 26.9% and 3.3% to 2.9% respectively. The geriatric versions of Android Gingerbread and Froyo have not seen much traffic since November because they are arthritic and very tired. Which version of Android are you currently working on? Marshmallows?
Rub it in my face in the comments. Next: The top 10 android apps display animations as you move between apps, windows, and different menus. Animation often looks slick, but they take time and sometimes can even cause the phone to fall behind if it is low in resources. ANSWER: How to access developer options and enable USB
debugging on Android The good news is that you can actually speed up or disable these animations to make your phone feel faster. That's the keyword here because it doesn't really speed up your phone, it just makes it appear so since the menu and many more things will load faster. If you decide to disable the animation, however, it will
take away some of the load on the processor/GPU, so it will certainly help reduce the backlog of systems with lower resources. Step one: Turn on the developer options If you don't have developer options enabled yet, you need to do it first. We already have a detailed explainer on how to do it, but here are the quick and dirty steps: Open
Settings of the phone (Settings of the System of Oreo) Click on the assembly number 7 times you are now a developer! (Sort of.) Developer options will now be a new entry in the Settings menu (Oreo's Settings of the System. Step Two: Change the animation to go ahead and go to the Developer Options menu, then scroll down to the
Drawing section.   Here you're looking for three options: window animation scale, transition animation scale, and animator duration scale. That you change them will be your preference, but I personally would like to see some amount of animation because it just makes everything seem smoother. So I set all three to .5x to speed them away
from the default option (1x) without completely killing them. If you're trying to make a lower-phone resource feel like a bit of a snappier, go ahead and disable all animations completely. This should both make the phone feel faster and be less taxing on limited equipment. Equipment.
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